CloudShell Provisioning Automation Solution
for EMC VSPEX with Brocade
Quali CloudShell automates the full deployment of EMC VSPEX with Brocade, delivering faster
time to market and lower deployment costs for VSPEX distributors and systems integrators
VSPEX is the leading reference architecture for transforming IT infrastructure. VSPEX is a simple,
efficient, and flexible reference architecture comprised of EMC’s award-winning storage systems
and next-generation backup products, along with best-of-breed virtualization, server, and
networking innovation from EMC alliance partner Brocade. VSPEX and Brocade enable cradle
to grave enablement for delivering validated reference architecture solutions by supporting
partner choice, differentiation and value-add.
CloudShell’s powerful infrastructure orchestration and automation provides an easy to use, web
self-service platform for automated provisioning that delivers fast, standardized VSPEX with
Brocade deployments.
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CloudShell provides interactive, visual orchestration
and automation that makes it easy to understand
and track the provisioning process.

Benefits
CloudShell’s automated
provisioning for the EMC VSPEX
with Brocade networking enables
channel partners speed time to
market and lower deployment
cost by minimizing expertise
requirements, reducing
provisioning time, and ensuring
quality, while supporting custom
sizing and configurations.
CloudShell’s visual object-based
automation authoring allows for
easy customization of provisioning
flows to include performance
validation tests or other add-on
components.

About Quali
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Quali is a leading provider of Cloud Sandbox for
automating the DevOps life-cycle. We give innovators
control over their world by enabling them to create
personalized replicas of even the most complex
production environments inside of Sandboxes. The
Global 100 depend on Quali to help them deliver their
products and services faster to market with better quality

Brocade networking solutions help organizations
achieve their critical business initiatives as they
transition to a world where applications and
information reside anywhere. Today, Brocade is
extending its proven data center expertise across
the entire network with open, virtual, and efficient
solutions built for consolidation, virtualization, and
cloud computing.
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